VOLUNTEER MISSION SHEET

STAGE-WEBTV PRESENTER

Sector(s):
Stage area
WebTV Studio

Description of the activity:
- Create momentum and interaction with the audience and teams
- Highlight all teams’ projects, encourage them and promote them with kindness
- Conduct team interviews
- Present the games by describing the actions performed by the robots
- Try to highlight the innovative technical solutions deployed on the matches
- Translating to the public the actions taken by the robots in order to make the settlement as much as possible public
- For stage presenters, the presentation of one or more series of matches may be imposed on WebTV, and vice versa for WebTV presenters, depending on the number of presenters present

Formation
Training will be held at the beginning of the event in order to:
- Know the rules and have a culture around robotics
- Master the values of the association and have them in mind in the construction of his speech.
- Ability to express oneself in good English, removing all inappropriate vocabulary
- If necessary learn to speak at the microphone and have a fluency in speech

Criteria related to the position:
- Oral fluency
- Good presentation
- Sense of organization
- Knowledge of the appreciated event
- Fluency in English is a plus

Number of vacancies: 4 to 5 people